
INTELLIGENT 571 

Chapter 571 - 571: The Birthday Party 

"Well, well, well, look at who we can see here." A voice interrupted their conversation. 

Feng Yue did not need to turn to know whom this voice belonged to. She already knew this annoying 

voice. 

"Sister Yue." Feng Mari called Feng Yue. 

Feng Yue slowly turned around and saw Feng Mari with two of her friends. She was very annoyed by 

Feng Mari. 

"Sister Yue, you should come home tomorrow. It is our father's birthday. If you don't come, Father will 

be sad." Feng Mari reminded. 

"You don't need to tell me. I already know." Feng Yue rolled her eyes at Feng Mari. 

"You don't need to be hostile to Mari. She just wants to remind you." One of Feng Mari's friends 

defended Feng Mari. 

"The birds of same feather flock together." Feng Yue glanced at two of Feng Mari's friends. 

She knew them. They were also a mistress's daughters and became the true daughter of their families 

when the mistresses had succeeded to get married into the family. 

"What do you mean by that?" One of them shouted. 

"What? Why are you feeling angry? Or do you already know what I have meant?" Feng Yue smirked. 

"You!!!" Feng Mari's friend pointed her finger to Feng Yue. 

Feng Mari held back her friends. She looked at Feng Yue. 

"Sister Yue, it is not nice for you to mention something like this ." Feng Mari said. 

"Oh, can I know why it is not nice?" Feng Yue's lips curved up. She knew that Feng Mari should never say 

those words since she hated hearing that too. 

"Feng Yue, don't go overboard." Feng Mari's friend said. 

"Humph!!! I don't want to waste my time anymore on you." Feng Yue smirked again while looking at 

Feng Mari. "Let's go, Yu Qi." 

Feng Mari clenched her fist. 'This s.l.u.t. I will teach you tomorrow.' Her eyes then laid on Feng Yue's 

friend. Just now, she did not notice her face since that person did not look at her direction. Now when 

that girl wanted to leave, that girl threw a look at her. She was a beautiful girl. Much better than her. 

She felt terrible. 

"Never thought I will be meeting her. My mood is spoilt." Feng Yue said. 

"Forget about them. It is not worth it." Yu Qi did not say much. She did not talk just now since she knew 

that Feng Yue could handle it by herself. 



"Oh, let's go and eat. I'm hungry already." Feng Yue placed her hand on her stomach. 

"Okay." Yu Qi agreed. 

... 

The girls were getting ready for the party. Feng Yue wore a maroon colour dress. While Yu Qi was in the 

purple dress. 

The two of them did not like to put on makeup. However, for this occasion, Feng Yue put on some light 

make up. As for Yu Qi, she just wore some compact powder. 

Grandpa Feng came and took them to the party. The party was packed with people with many kinds of 

backgrounds. Politician, businessman, lawyer and many more. 

The two girls entered with Grandpa Feng. When they entered, many eyes stared at them. Especially on 

the girls. 

"Wow, what a beautiful girl." 

"Those two girls are very beautiful." 

"Who are they?" 

"Idiot. They have entered with Mr. Feng Mong. It must be his relative or something like that." 

"I have hard that Mr. Feng Cho Kang have another daughter who does not stay with him. She stays with 

her grandfather, Mr. Feng Mong. It is the one on Mr. Feng Mong's left." 

"Why doesn't she stay with her father?" 

"Her daughter does not like her father's current wife." 

"Why?" 

"I have heard that Mr Feng Cho Kang has cheated on his late wife." 

"Hey, slow down your voice." 

"Oh, really? No wonder, his daughter will rather stay with her grandfather." 

"So, who is another girl? She looks like a goddess come down to earth." 

"I don't know. Probably her friend." 

"What? I have seen her before this." 

"Huh? Where?" 

"Oh, I have seen her at our retired Great General Long's party before." 

"Oh. I see. But she is indeed breathtaking." 

"If you don't want to die earlier, give up that thought." 



"Why?" 

"She is taken." 

"Is she married?" 

"No." 

"Then, I still have a chance." 

"She has already been taken by Long Hui, the grandson of the retired Great General Long. Do you dare 

to snatch her from him?" 

"What? Him? No... No... No... I give up. I don't want to die yet." 

Yu Qi did not know that some of the people were talking about her like that. She was talking to Feng 

Yue. 

"Your father has managed to invite some of the politicians too?" Yu Qi looked around. She managed to 

spot some politicians whom she knew. 

"I don't know. Well, it is rather I don't care." Feng Yue lifted up her shoulder signalling that she did not 

know about it. 

Yu Qi spotted someone. It was Wei Zhu Feng, the tourism minister whom she believed was involved in 

the export and import of the dangerous white powder. She also saw Ling Zhu Yao and her boyfriend, 

Wei Hai Jin. 

"Well, let's greet your father first." Yu Qi suggested. 

Feng Yua agreed. So they walked towards Feng Yue's father who was currently talking with some people 

accompanied by his current wife, Fuang Cian Xie. 

"Father." Feng Yue called his father. 

"Yue-er, you are here." Feng Cho Kang smiled. He had not seen her daughter for a while. Seemed her 

daughter's looks became more and more like his late wife. 

Chapter 572 - 572: Spirit Tracker 

"Happy birthday, Father." Feng Yue made a faint smile. She was sad when she saw her father stood 

beside Fuang Cian Xie. 

"Thank you, Yue-er." Feng Cho Kang smiled. He was very happy to see Feng Yue, his daughter had came 

to celebrate his birthday and wished him. 

Fuang Cian Xie looked at her husband's expression. She frowned in her heart. 

"Yue-er, I'm happy to see you here. Your sister also misses you too." Fuang Cian Xie said. 

However, Feng Yue totally ignored Fuang Cian Xie. She did not even turn to look at Fuang Cian Xie. 

"Father, I will go and greet some people." Feng Yue excused herself. 



Feng Cho Kang was a little upset with Feng Yue's behaviour. But he did not show it on his face. "Okay." 

Fuang Cian Xie was very angry. 'This little bitch! She dares to embarrass me like this.' However, her lips 

slightly curved up. The more she behaved like this, the more Feng Cho Kang disliked her. 

This was what she wanted to happen. Her daughter should be the true heiress of the Feng Family. She 

would allow this bitch to act like this for now. She would settle her later. 

People around who saw the scene understood the situation without anyone telling them. It was indeed 

the truth that Feng Cho Kang's first daughter did not like Feng Cho Kang's current wife. Feng Cho Kang's 

daughter had totally ignored her. 

"Miss Tang." Someone called Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi was alone at that moment. When she turned around, she saw Ling Zhu Yao and Wei Hai Jin. 

"Never thought will be seeing Miss Tang here." Ling Zhu Yao said. 

"Well, I also do not expect to see you here." Yu Qi replied. 

Ling Zhu Yao felt that Yu Qi was insulting her. She felt that Yu Qi said that she did not have any status to 

come to a party like this. Her status was not enough to attend this party. 

"Miss Tang, you seem to forget your roots." Ling Zhu Yao said and approached Yu Qi. She whispered to 

Yu Qi. "You are just an adopted into the Tang Family. You should not think that you are a Pheonix. 

Yu Qi narrowed her eyes. This girl wanted to have a fight with her. "Say the loser. You also seem to 

forget that your grandfather has embarrassed himself by saying that he is a close relative to my TANG 

FAMILY. Shame on him whom my grandfather does not want to recognize him. 

"You!!!" Ling Zhu Yao wanted to slap Yu Qi's face. However, she calmed down. "Humph! Just Tang 

Family. One day, I will crush it." 

"Oh, I have forgotten that you have a boyfriend that comes from a powerful background. I also have a 

boyfriend that also has a powerful background." Yu Qi smirked. She continued. "If you want to use that 

power, remember to use it earlier, well, in case..." Yu Qi did not finish that word. 

Ling Zhu Yao frowned. Even Wei Hai Jin frowned. What did she mean by that? She seemed to indicate 

that she knew something that could destroy the Wei Family. No... No... No... That secret, others would 

not have ideas about it. 

"Miss Tang, you should be careful with your words." Wei Hai Jin gave a reminder. 

"Mr Wie, you also need to remind your girlfriend. Just now, she has been telling me that she will destroy 

my family." Yu Qi glanced coldly at Wei Hai Jin. 

Wei Hai Jin was silent. It was indeed the truth. Without saying anything more, he pulled Ling Zhu Yao 

away from Yu Qi. Ling Zhu Yao who had been pulled overturned around and gave a sharp glare to Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi just stood there and the corners of her lips slightly curved up. 



'Someone is inviting me to fight. Well, I will be prepared.' It seemed that Ling Zhu Yao felt brave with 

powerful backing. With that background, she wanted to destroy the Tang Family. It seems that the Wei 

Family needed to be destroyed.' 

Her eyes were searching for Wei Zhu Feng. After a moment, she found him. Wei Zhu Feng was currently 

talking to someone, accompanied by a woman by his side. It was probably his wife or his mistress. 

Wei Zhu Feng was a link to the white powder. She wanted to monitor Wei Zhu Feng's movement. 

Turned out Wei Zhu Feng became more careful after she attacked the defence system. 

'Master, if you want to know where he is going, you can use a tracker.' Bo Ya's voice sounded. 

'A tracker? It is not useful. It can be detected. And if he will not continuously wear the same clothes 

every day.' Yu Qi shook her head. 

'That is a normal tracker, Master. What I am talking here is a spirit tracker.' Bo Ya's sounded very proud. 

'Spirit tracker? What is it?' Yu Qi asked. 

'Spirit Tracker is one thing that can be used to locate someone.' Bo Ya explained like a teacher. He 

continued. 'You need to insert your spirit into the part of that person. With that, you can know where he 

is.' 

'Attach my spirit? How can I do it?' 

'It is easy, Master. You can use your needle. Prick his visible skin. Then you can monitor his movement 

even if he is hundreds of kilometres away from you.' 

'Oh, I see. But I don't know to attach my spirit to the needle.' 

'Master, I will teach you. Now, bring out the needle.' 

Yu Qi brought out the needle. She always brought her needle in case something happen and she could 

not use her strength. Her needle was special. She took them from the space from the weapon room. 

Meaning this thin needle was clarified as a weapon. 

'Now, gather your energy into the finger which is?holding the needle.' Bo Ya guided Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi did as Bo Ya told her to do. Even though she had never done something like this, she felt that she 

did something like this numerous times. She could feel a warm feeling on the needle. 

'Master, you did it. Is this your first time?' Bo Ya asked. 

'Yes.' Yu Qi nodded. 

'Master must be a genius, then.' Bo Ya was feeling proud of having a master like her. 

'What should I do next?' Yu Qi asked the next step. 

'You can shoot the needle at the target. Aim at his visible skin like hand or head.' Bo Ya told her. 

'I see. Okay, then.' Yu Qi nodded. 



Yu Qi walked approaching Wei Zhu Feng. He seemed to be having a talk. 10 metres from Wei Zhu Feng, 

Yu Qi shot the needles into Wei Zhu Feng's neck. 

Wei Zhu Feng could feel something had pricked her back neck. He quickly touched the back neck. 

Nothing was there. The pain had already disappeared. 

"My dear, what happened?" The woman asked when seeing Wei Zhu Feng suddenly stopped talking and 

touched his back neck. 

"Oh, nothing." Wei Zhu Feng brushed it off. He assumed it was just a mosquito that bites him. 

Chapter 573 - 573: Give The Gift 

After finished attaching the spirit on Wei Zhu Feng, Yu Qi was standing, leaning to the wall. She picked a 

glass of juice from the drinks table. Well, she did not intend to drink any alcohol. She had a weak alcohol 

tolerance. She would never forget the night when she had drunk the wine and attacked Long Hui. 

She was drinking the juice when someone came and greeted her. 

"Hi." It was a young man. Probably a second generation young master of the rich family. 

"Hi." Yu Qi just nodded and greeted him back. Otherwise, it would be rude. However, she did not know 

the man. 

"It seems you are alone. Want to accompany me? I also don't have a partner for tonight." The man 

smiled. 

"Sorry. I already have a partner." Yu Qi rejected his invitation. 

"You don't have to lie. I just observe you. You have just talked to a woman and a man. No one is by your 

side." The man still did not give up. 

"Do I need to spell to you that I don't want to follow you?" Yu Qi already changed her aura. 

The man felt that he was suffocated right now. Adding to the girl's cold glare. He finally understood that 

this girl was different than any girls that he had ever met. 

"Okay... Okay... I will not disturb you anymore." The man barely could talk. 

Feng Yue finished greeting anyone that she knew and approached Yu Qi. She saw that a man had tried 

to talk to Yu Qi. Then she saw the man walked away with the weak steps. She walked towards Yu Qi. 

"It seems that you have become more and more like my Brother Hui. Can hurt someone just by talking 

to others." Feng Yue joked. 

"Oh, then, do you want to try me?" Yu Qi lifted up her right eyebrow. 

"Spare me, my dear friend." Feng Yue shook her head. 

"Finish your greetings?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Yeah." Feng Yue nodded. 

Then, a voice could be heard. 



"Ladies and gentlemen, welcome to my birthday party. Thank you for coming here. I hope that you will 

enjoy the party." It was Feng Cho Kang's voice. 

Next was the giving presents to Feng Cho Kang. A lot of people gave out the presents to Feng Cho Kang. 

Fuang Cian Xie stood beside Feng Cho Kang with a graceful smile in her lips. 

However, her eyes were not. She glanced at the numerous presents given by the people who had 

attended the party. Even if someone had not attended the party, but they had sent the present to Feng 

Cho Kang. 

When her birthday party was held, it was also numerous present given to her but some of them were 

the cheap items. Like telling her that she was a poor woman that had Feng Cho Kang's love as her 

backup. 

Even her father in law did not like her. However, he did not show much about that. 

Feng Ma Ri stepped forward in front of Feng Cho Kang. Feng Cho Kang was smiling. He did not care 

much about other present but he was looking forward to his daughters' present to him. 

"Dad, happy birthday. I hope you can live a hundred years." Feng Ma Ri smiled while handed out a scroll 

to Feng Ma Ri. 

Feng Cho Kang took the scroll. "Ma Ri, what is this?" 

"It is the painting which is drawn by Grandmaster Hai. I have brought it for you. Its title is 'Immortal Life'. 

I hope that you will like it." Feng Ma Ri said. 

"I like it." Feng Cho Kang nodded. 

"Grandmaster Hai's paint? It must be expensive." 

"Feng Ma Ri must have to spend millions to get her hands on that painting." 

"She is very filial piety to her father." 

"Not like his first daughter." 

"Yeah, from last two years, she has showed up with the empty hands." 

"It was even worst, last year, she did not even show up." 

"Wait, does she come this year?" 

Everyone was comparing the former and the latter. Everyone praised the latter. Feng Yue just smiled. 

"Where is Sister Yue?" Feng Ma Ri asked with a loud voice. 

Now everyone searched for Feng Yue. Feng Ma Ri smiled. Feng Yue probably did not prepare any 

present for their father. 

Feng Yue that stood beside Yu Qi leaned to the wall started to move. 

"She is here." 



"I can see that she has not brought anything." 

"How unfilial piety." 

"No wonder, Feng Cho Kang likes Feng Ma Ri more." 

Feng Yue walked as she ignored everyone else. 

"Sister Yue, you don't prepare any present for dad?" Feng Ma Ri asked. 

Feng Cho Kang looked very disappointed at his first daughter. It seemed that she still could not accept 

Feng Ma Ri and Fuang Cian Xie. 

"Who has said that I haven't prepared any present for dad?" Feng Yue asked Feng Ma Ri. 

Feng Ma Ri stiffened. 'She has prepared?' Then, she smiled back. "Where is the present?" 

Feng Yue ignored Feng Ma Ri. She brought out the small box from her purse. 

"Dad, here is your present. Well, it is not an expensive present like Feng Ma Ri has given to you. But still, 

I have choosen them myself for you." Feng Yue handed out the small box. 

"Sister Yue, how can you choose some small present for dad?" Feng Ma Ri smirked. 'Just a small present. 

It can't compare to my gift.' Feng Ma Ri put on a proud expression on her face. 

Fuang Cian Xie also smirked. Everyone should know by now, who was the good daughter for Feng Cho 

Kang. 

Feng Cho Kang accepted the small box. He opened it and saw a pair of cufflinks and tie clip. They suited 

his taste. 

"You have bought this for me?" Feng Cho Kang asked. 

"Yeah. Like I have said just now, it is not expensive like Feng Ma Ri's gift." Feng Yue said. 

"No... No... No... I love it." Feng Cho Kang quickly said. 

When Feng Cho Kang said that, everyone wanted to know what Feng Cho Kang's first daughter had given 

him to make him express his feelings like that. 

Feng Ma Ri and Fuang Cian Xie were also curious. They glanced at the gift. 

Chapter 574 - 574: Double Meaning 

Feng Cho Kang took out his cufflinks that he was currently wearing. Then he brought out the ones that 

his daughter, Feng Yue gave and wore them. He also put on the tie clip too. 

With that everyone knew that Feng Yue had gifted her father a pair of cufflinks and tie clip. 

"I think Feng Cho Kang's first daughter's gift has meaning to it." 

"Yeah. I think so too. Its meaning is more important than the price." 

"Look at it. She has chosen them that suited her father's image. Meaning she is thinking about her 

father. Even though, she does not stay with his father." 



Feng Ma Ri and Fuang Cian Xie were not looking good. Why would she come and prepare the gift this 

year? She should not come. Last year, she did not come to celebrate her father's birthday making her 

reputation became known as the daughter that did not think about her father. 

"Your father is happy since Yue-er can come to celebrate his birthday this year, not like last year." Fuang 

Cian Xie said. Her tone sounded happy but the meaning of her sentence was telling the different things. 

She told the guests that Feng Yue did not come to her father's birthday party last year. 

Feng Yue turned to Fuang Cian Xie. "You do know why I have not come last year. Do I need to tell others 

about it?" 

Fuang Cian Xie stiffened. If the matter came out, her reputation would turn bad. Even though she had 

become Feng Cho Kang's wife for the quite a long time, most of the wives of the other businessmen did 

not like her and always looked down on her. 

Feng Yue's words made people wonder about the truth behind it. Everyone knew that Feng Cho Kang's 

first daughter did not like her stepmother. So, what happened between the two of them making Feng 

Yue absent for her father's birthday party? 

Feng Yue did not say anything more. She walked away from that place towards Yu Qi. Feng Yue smirked 

to Yu Qi. 

"Cough... Cough... Cough..." Feng Cho Kang coughed several times. "Let's enjoy the party." 

It made people already moved to another topic. 

Feng Cho Kang turned to Fuang Cian Xie. "Don't talk nonsense." He gave a reminder to his wife with a 

low voice. 

Fuang Cian Xie's expression changed. She bit her lips. 'What! She had been given the remainder.' Feng 

Ma Ri approached her mother. She grabbed her mother's hand. 

"Mum, don't worry. I will teach her a lesson." Feng Ma Ri whispered to Fuang Cian Xie. 

Fuang Cian Xie nodded. "Be careful. Don't get caught by others especially your grandfather." 

"Okay, Mum." Feng Ma Ri grinned. 

Meanwhile, Feng Yue did not know that Feng Ma Ri wanted to scheme against her. Feng Yue ate some 

of the deserts which were being served. 

"Hmm... Delicious." Feng Yue said with a smile. 

"Eat slowly. Others will think that you are starving for three days." Yu Qi glanced at Feng Yue who was 

currently eating like a cow. 

"Miss, do you have time?" Someone greeted them. 

The two of them turned to the voice's direction. It was a pair of the couple. Feng Yue was confused. She 

knew them but honestly, she did not have any contact with the couple. 

However, Yu Qi remembered the couple. Yu Qi smiled at the couple as she greeted them back. 



"Yes. Nice to meet you again." 

The couple was happy when heard that Yu Qi remembered them. It was the couple whom Yu Qi had 

saved once. She was on a date with Long Hui. And suddenly they saw a woman being held by a man and 

the other man shouted at the man so that he did not hurt the woman. 

"Never thought we will meet here. By the way, my name is Sian Zhang. This is my wife, Zhi Lin Lin." Sian 

Zhang introduced themselves. 

"I'm Tang Yu Qi. This is my friend, Feng Yue." Yu Qi pointed to Feng Yue. "How many months?" 

Zhi Lin Lin's stomach was bigger which indicated that she was pregnant. 

"5 months. My second and third children." Zhu Lin Lin smiled happily. 

"Wow, a pair of twins." Feng Yue's eyes lifted up. 

"No wonder your tummy looks bigger as you are pregnant for 7 to 8 months." Yu Qi looked at Zhu Lin 

Lin's stomach. 

"If you don't save my wife at that time, I may have lost her forever along with my first child." Sian Chang 

expressed his gratefulness. 

"But, is it okay for her to walk around like this?" Feng Yue asked. 

"From a medical perspective, it is okay. It will help during delivering the baby. However, she must not be 

tired out." Yu Qi answered. 

"You are a doctor?" Zhu Lin Lin remembered what her doctor said about her walking out. 

Sian Zhang was worried about that. So, they went to ask the doctor about that. The doctor said exactly 

the same words that Yu Qi said just now. So, she was wondering if the girl in front of them was a doctor 

or not. 

"I'm not qualified as a doctor yet." Yu Qi did not admit that she was a doctor yet since she did not have 

any certificate to prove it. 

"Meaning, you are a doctor to be." Sian Zhang did not expect her to be a future doctor. 

"Well, just a normal doctor. That's all." Yu Qi did not want to feel proud since she was not yet a doctor. 

Chapter 575: Brought Out The Needles 

"By the way, Mr Sian, are you the current CEO of Sun Cooperation?" Yu Qi moved to another topic. 

Sian Zhang nodded. "Indeed. I have inherited that position from my father." 

"I see. Here." Yu Qi handed out a business card. 

Sian Zhang reached out the business card. Sian Zhang read the content which was written on the 

business card. 'Su Yu Hi, CEO of YQ Investment.' He knew this company. It was a rising investment 

company. The company was new in the industry, about 4 to 5 years. 



Sian Zhang also saw this Su Yu Hi at the last business conference. When he inquired about this person, 

he was surprised that he managed four different areas of business. Hotel, investment, greenhouse, and 

the last business that was currently rising in the skincare industry, Qi Qi Skincare Brand. 

He had also inquired about his past. It seemed that he was trained by Feng Mong before he decided to 

make his own business. He was wondering from where was he getting the capital to start his business 

like this? 

"This is..." Sian Zhang now wondered how this young girl had gotten this card and why she had given 

him. 

Yu Qi knew what in Sian Zhang's mind. " Well, he is one of my friends. He is hoping that he can make 

some connection between the two business." 

"I see." Sian Zhang did have some doubts about it but he did not want to mention it. 

Then, someone screamed making all of the guests turned to the source of the scream. Yu Qi was already 

looking at it. 

Beside the dessert table, a woman was crying while hugging a young boy. Probably around 5 to 6 years 

old. The boy seemed to have lost his consciousness. His face showed some red spots. 

"Yue, call the ambulance now." Yu Qi said to Feng Yue and quickly approached them. 

"Madam, can you lay down the boy on the ground so that I can treat him?" Yu Qi said softly to the 

woman. 

The woman lifted her head showing her face without makeup which had already washed out by her 

tears. She saw a young girl. 

"Wait, Sister Yue, that is your friend, right? Quickly tell her, not to do anything. She may caused the 

boy's condition to detorite. You should wait for the doctor to check him." Feng Ma Ri said loudly. 

"Shut up! It will be too late for the boy if he waits for the doctor to come. I will bear the responsibility if 

anything happens." Yu Qi glared sharply at Feng Ma Ri, making Feng Ma Ri hid behind her mother and 

closed her lips tightly. 

"Madam, you need to put him now. He still can be saved." Yu Qi convinced the woman. 

"But he does not have breath anymore." The woman said while sobbing. 

"Madam, you need to trust me." Yu Qi tried to convince her again. 

"Wife, we should try." One man said to the woman. He must be the husband of this woman. 

With her husband saying that she put down the boy. Yu Qi quickly read the pulse of the boy. He was still 

alive. Yu Qi brought out her needle case from her porch. It was a set of acupuncture needles. 

Everyone was surprised to see that the young girl had bought the needles together with her. Yu Qi took 

a needle and swiftly placed on the head of the boy. 



Yu Qi opened the clothes that the boy wore. Then she took another one and placed it on the left chest 

where the heart was. Next, on his wrist. Lastly on his sole. Yu Qi then stopped to see the reaction from 

the boy. 

Seeing the boy did not wake, Feng Ma Ri once again wanted to stir the trouble for Feng Yue's friend. 

"Look, he does not wake up at all." 

Right after Feng Ma Ri said something like that, the boy slowly opened his eyes. "Mommy..." His voice 

was weak but he was alive. 

Feng Ma Ri felt awkward when she saw this. However, people did not seem to care much about her 

because their attention was on the little boy. 

The woman wanted to hug her son but Yu Qi held her back. 

"Wait, let me pull out the needles first." Yu Qi told her. 

The woman realized that the needles were still on her son's body. Yu Qi pulled out one by one according 

to the sequence in which the needles were inserted. 

"Bring him some water. Let him drink faster." Yu Qi asked the father of the boy to do it. 

The father listened to Yu Qi and brought a glass of water. The woman let her son drunk it. The boy did 

not look pale anymore. 

"Does your son have any kind of allergy before? Like peanut or some? Yu Qi asked. 

"I don't think so. He just eats everything and is fine." The woman answered. She remembered. 

"Little boy, can you tell sister, what do you eat just now?" Yu Qi asked the boy. 

"I'm eating some cookies. It is so delicious." The boy answered. 

"Which one? Can you show me?" Yu Qi signalled the woman to lift the boy. 

The woman understood and lifted the boy. The boy looked around and pointed to the cookies. 

"That's one." The boy said. 

Yu Qi reached out of the cake and was about to eat it. 

"Young miss, you can not eat it. The boy just lost his consciousness after eating those cookies. It must be 

something that has caused it." A woman held Yu Qi from eating those cookies. 

Everyone also agreed with it. 

"Don't worry. I will be fine." Yu Qi smiled and bit the cookies. She chews the cookies and swallowed 

them. 

Everyone looked at her. However, nothing had happened. 

"Have you also eaten this cookie?" Now Yu Qi turned to Feng Cho Kang. 

Chapter 576 - 576: Change Her Target 



"Yes. We have ordered our dessert chef to make the cookies." Fuang Cian Xie answered. 

"Is there some problem with these cookies?" Feng Cho Kang was afraid that his Feng Family would be in 

trouble because of this. 

"Actually there is no problem with the cookies. But it has a problem for those who are allergic to 

alcohol." Yu Qi explained. "These cookies had some amount of alcohol in it. The boy probably has this 

allergy. The boy has eaten them and has some allergic reaction. This is probably the first time that the 

boy has this kind of reaction, right madam?" She asked the mother of the boy. 

"Yeah." The mother of the boy nodded. 

The chef came when he heard about the commotion. 

"Is there some problem with the food?" The chef asked. 

"Actually not. But may I ask you, have you put some alcohol in those cookies?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Yeah. It tastes better." The chef did not hide the truth. 

"A boy has eaten these cookies and have some reaction. I guess it is an alcohol allergy." Yu Qi explained 

to the chef. 

"So, is that boy okay? Have you called the ambulance?" The chef panicked. 

"Don't worry. He is okay." Yu Qi calmed down the chef. 

"The ambulance has already arrived." Someone shouted. 

"Madam, you need to bring your son to hospital to do some medical check to make sure that your son is 

totally okay. And make sure to confirm his allergy of alcohol in the hospital." Yu Qi gave advice to the 

parents. 

"Oh, okay." The woman nodded. She brought her son and her husband followed them. 

"As I have said before, nothing is wrong with the cookies." Yu Qi told everyone. 

"Do you see it just now? She was doing some acupuncture." 

"Yeah. That is totally awesome." 

"Is she traditional Chinese practicer?" 

"Probably. Look at her swift action." 

"Wait, who is she anyway?" 

"I just know that she is Long Hui's girlfriend." 

Others were talking about Yu Qi. 

"Yu Qi, how do you know that the boy is allergic to alcohol?" Feng Yue asked. 



"I have read some similar cases like him. The symptoms which are being shown by the boy are the same 

as the previous cases. So, I have just pointed it out. But I'm still not sure whether it is true or not. The 

boy needs to do a medical check up about it." Yu Qi told Feng Yue. 

"As expected from the granddaughter of Tang Jiang Man." Grandpa Feng praised Yu Qi's action. He was 

listening to Yu Qi's words too. "Your grandfather must be proud of you." 

"That is nothing." Yu Qi replied. 

"Do you hear that? She is the granddaughter of Tang Jiang Man." 

"Tang Jiang Man? Who is he?" 

"What? Are you serious? You don't know him?" 

"Who?" 

"He is a legendary doctor. A master in both traditional and western medical world." 

"No wonder, this girl is very skilful with the acupuncture." 

They were still discussing about the matter. Feng Ma Ri clenched her fists. It was her house. It should be 

her who should be receiving the praises from everyone. Not Feng Yue's friend. 

Feng Ma Ri changed her decision. Her target for tonight had changed. From Feng Yue to Feng Yue's 

friend, Tang Yu Qi. It was because she heard some people talking about the matter that made her angry. 

That matter was about Long Hui. She heard that some people were talking about Yu Qi being Long Hui's 

girlfriend. How she could accept it. 'Brother Hui is mine. Everyone should back off.' 

However, she could not find any chance. That bitch, Feng Yue was always beside her friend and 

someone always tried to talk to her. 

However, she was already determined to go through with her plan. Probably the God listened to her. 

Feng Yue went somewhere else. So, she approached Yu Qi with two glasses. 

"Gentleman, can I have some talk with Miss Tang?" Feng Ma Ri smiled and talked to the man who was 

currently talking with Yu Qi. 

The man nodded and walked away from there. Feng Ma Ri smiled sweetly to Yu Qi. 

"Miss Tang, I want to apologize to you. I was rude to you just now." Feng Ma Ri said. 

'This Feng Ma Ri really knows how to act. However, she needs to practice more since her eyes can not 

conceal the sinister thoughts that she has right now. Someone wants to play with me.' Yu Qi had a faint 

smile on her lips. 

"I know my sister must have said something unpleasant to you since she does not like me. But I really 

think about improving my relationship with my sister. She is my sister. My sibling who shares the same 

blood. Even though we have a different mother." Feng Ma Ri tried to catch some sympathy from Yu Qi. 

"I see..." Yu Qi just said something like that. 



In her mind, she just made some comparisons between Wang Fu Ya, Fung Meng Xuan and Feng Ma Ri. 

Feng Ma Ri was in between the two girls, Wang Fu Ya and Fung Meng Xuan. Feng Ma Ri was much 

stronger than Wang Fu Ya. However, a little weaker than Fung Meng Xuan. 

Feng Ma Ri had probably been asked by her mother, Fuang Cian Xie. Fuang Cian Xie probably wanted to 

teach some lesson to Feng Yue however she could not. So, Yu Qi became the spare goat. 

Neither she knew that everything was purely Feng Ma Ri's plan. 

"Miss Tang, here. Let's have a toast together." Feng Ma Ri gave a glass to Yu Qi. "Miss Tang, it is just a 

juice." She quickly explained in case Yu Qi rejected it. 

Chapter 577 - 577: Not Just A Rumour. 

Yu Qi took the glass. She was about to drink the cup and suddenly someone pulled the glass from her. 

She turned around and was shocked to see the person standing beside her. Holding the glass that was 

given by Feng Ma Ri. 

"Brother Hui, " Feng Ma Ri was also surprised seeing Long Hui fresh in front of her eyes. 

Ignoring others, Long Hui just looked at his beloved Qi Qi. "You can not drink." 

"Well..." Actually, Yu Qi did not have any kind of thoughts of drinking that, she just wanted to play along 

with Feng Ma Ri. She wanted to see what Feng Ma Ri had planned for her. 

"Brother Hui, I am so happy that you have come to my father's birthday party." Feng Ma Ri did not feel 

discouraged when seeing Long Hui ignored her completely. 

"If you want to drink..." Long Hui leaned closer to his beloved Qi Qi's ear to whisper something. "... You 

can drink in front of me only. So, I can take care of you later.' 

Yu Qi shivered. She shook her head. She already knew what kind of 'take care' that Long Hui had 

mentioned. 

"Brother Hui..." Feng Ma Ri wanted to cry. Her 'Brother Hui' did not look at her at all. His eyes were just 

on that bitch only. 

Feng Ma Ri braved herself. She came closer to Long Hui. She intended to pull Long Hui's hand and linked 

it to her hand. Before she managed to do so, she was pushed backwards. Since she wore the high heel, 

her feet lose the step and fell on the ground. 

Everyone looked at Feng Ma Ri. Then they noticed someone was in front of Feng Ma Ri. When they 

tracked their eyes on that person, they all were shocked. That person was Long Hu. The genuine Long 

Hui. 

Long Hui seemed to hide someone behind him. His stance looked like he was protecting someone. Then 

everyone noticed that the person that Long Hui had tried to hide was Yu Qi, the rumoured girlfriend of 

Long Hui. 

Actually, some of them did not believe the rumour that Long Hui already had a girlfriend. Now when 

they looked at this situation, it did not seem to be a rumour. 



"Brother Hui, what are you doing here?" Feng Yue was surprised to see her cousin brother here. 

"Fetch you up. Grandfather wants to see you." Long Hui answered. 

"Fetch up me or fetch up your girl?" Feng Yue joked. 

"Both." Long Hui answered. His answer was serious. 

Feng Yue laughed. 

"Ma Ri!!!" Fuang Cian Xie screamed when seeing that her beloved daughter was sitting on the ground. 

"Are you okay, my dear?" Fuang Cian Xie asked nervously. 

"Mum, my feet are hurt." Feng Ma Ri complained to Fuang Cian Xie. 

Fuang Cian Xie looked straight at Feng Yue. "Feng Yue, if you don't like me, you can vent your anger on 

me but please don't hurt your sister." She just placed the blame on the top of Feng Yue. 

Feng Yue just glared at Fuang Cian Xie. 'This woman probably wants to blame me.' Even she did not 

know why Feng Ma Ri was sitting on the ground. 

"It is me who has pushed her." A cold voice said. 

Fuang Cian Xie looked at the person that just made the sentence. She was about to fall on the ground. 

Luckily for her, Feng Cho Kang came to her side to hold her. 

"What has happened here?" Feng Cho Kang asked. He frowned as he saw his daughter sat on the ground 

and his wife was about to fall over too. 

And also Long Hui was standing in front of them. Feng Cho Kang swallowed his saliva. Facing Long Hui, 

he felt like he was facing his ex father in law. Both of them had the same face and the same temper, to 

begin with. 

"Father, you should ask your other daughter what is she doing to gain Brother Hui's anger?" Feng Yue 

looked at Feng Ma Ri. 

Feng Cho Kang frowned. 'What has she done?' 

"Ma Ri, what have you done just now?" Feng Cho Kang asked. 

"I... I... I just... Want to bring Brother Hui to meet you." Feng Ma Ri stuttered. 

"Lies. She has wanted to pull my boyfriend's hand. My boyfriend hates it when a stranger touches him." 

Yu Qi answered on behalf of Long Hui. 

"I just want to bring him to see my father." Feng Ma Ri denied it. 

"I don't have any plan to see your father." Long Hui said. 

The sentence had slapped the father and the daughter. 

"Then why have you come here?" Feng Ma Ri asked. 

"To fetch her and her." Long Hui pointed to his beloved Qi Qi and Feng Yue. 



"What!!!" Feng Ma Ri was looking so bad. 

"Mr Feng, you should bring your daughter to the hospital first. Her feet are hurt." Yu Qi reminded. 

Feng Cho Kang was shocked. He quickly took a look at his daughter. 

"Really? Let's go to the hospital then. Xie, call some maids to help Ma Ri." Feng Cho Kang looked very 

worried when he got to know that his daughter was hurt. 

Fuang Cian Xie quickly ordered some maids to come to help her daughter. 

Feng Yue looked at the situation. She looked at this scene numerous times. But it indeed hurt when 

seeing this situation again. Her father was very worried when seeing Feng Ma Ri getting hurt. 

'Why does he look so indifferent when I get hurt?' Her father never cared about her. 

Fuang Cian Xie looked at Feng Yue's expression. This was what she had wanted to see. Feng Yue had a 

complex emotion on her face. 

Chapter 578 - 578: Confess 

"Ma Ri, don't worry. Your father will bring you to the hospital." Fuang Cian Xie said in a worried tone as 

her eyes seemed to be happy as she glanced at Feng Yue. 

Feng Yue did not stop them from leaving. She did remember once. Feng Ma Ri was injured while talking 

to her. She did not do anything to Feng Ma Ri. However, Feng Ma Ri had turned white to black, telling 

her father that Feng Yue had pushed her down. 

Feng Cho Kang was angry. He slapped Feng Yue. Not once but twice. Then Feng Cho Kang left, bringing 

her beloved daughter, Feng Ma Ri to the hospital. Fuang Cian Xie was also there wearing the same 

expression as right now. 

At that time, she was so angry. She shouted as she told her father that she did not do it. However, her 

father ignored her and walked away with Feng Ma Ri. At the same time, Fuang Cian Xie left after smiling 

at her. 

Now, she knew that Fuang Cian Xia meant by smiling to her at that time. Fuang Cian Xie had mocked 

her. Her father would never believe her. 

Feng Yue smiled at Fuang Cian Xie. Fuang Cian Xie gulped as she saw the smile. That smile was so cold 

which Fuang Cian Xie to shiver. She quickly left following her husband and her daughter. 

"I guess the party has already ended." Feng Yue said to Yu Qi. "Wait here. I will go and meet Grandpa, 

telling him that I'm leaving." Feng Yue walked away. 

Yu Qi nodded. Long Hui stood beside Yu Qi show casting his handsome yet cold face. Yu Qi caught some 

girls who were glancing at Long Hui. 

Three girls were throwing lewd glances at Long Hui. Two of them were pushing the girl in the middle. 

Seeming, they gave some encouragement to the girl in the middle. With her friends' support, she slowly 

walked towards Long Hui. 



Yu Qi lifted her eyebrows when seeing the girl came to their side. Something interesting was going to 

happen. The girl stopped in front of Long Hui. 

"Hmm... Mr Long... I'm... Su Waner... I'm in... love with you for so many years. I hope... you can res... 

pond to my... love." The girl confessed that even though she was stumbling in her speech. 

"No." Long Hui responded right away and glanced at his beloved Qi Qi. 

That girl seemed to be heartbroken when hearing Long Hui's respond. "I see. Can I know the reason?" 

"I'm already taken." Long Hui pulled Yu Qi and sneaked a peck on his beloved Qi Qi's delicious looking 

lips. 

Yu Qi was surprised when Long Hui gave her a sneak attack like that. She did not realize that Long Hui 

wanted to do so since she was focusing her attention to the girl who had come to confess to Long Hui. 

"I see... I hope you will be happy." The girl quickly ran from the place. 

The two friends of that girl were glaring at Yu Qi viciously for a moment before leaving after their 

friends. Yu Qi felt ridiculous. 

"You make me having enemies." Yu Qi glared to Long Hui. 

"I know but they will not win against you." Long Hui gave out a faint smile. 

Yu Qi was speechless. Even though it was true. He did not have to trouble her like this. "You!!!" She 

pouted. 

Feng Yue came and told Grandpa Feng that she was leaving. When she finished talking to Grandpa Feng, 

she heard that some people were talking about Long Hui being confessed by a cute girl. 

"The couple fights?" Feng Yue teased. 

"Probably. But we will reconcile on the bed." For the last sentence, only Yu Qi could hear that since Long 

Hui had whispered right into her ear. 

Yu Qi immediately turned red. Feng Yue caught that change. 

"Yu Qi... I wonder what my Brother Hui has told you that has made you blush all of a sudden." Feng Yue 

teased Yu Qi. 

"Nothing. Let's go back." Yu Qi pulled Feng Yue's hand leaving Long Hui. 

Long Hui followed the two girls from behind. They returned to the house that Grandpa Feng had 

brought them in the first place. 

The maids were startled when seeing the two girls brought back a handsome man. 

"Sigh... I guess that I need to sleep alone tonight. Poor me..." Feng Yue said loudly. 

Yu Qi rolled her eyes at Feng Yue. Then she walked into her room. She could hear the sound that Feng 

Hue was laughing. Long Hui shamelessly followed her and entered the room together. 



When they were finally alone, Long Hui pulled Yu Qi and kissed her as a predator tasting its prey. At first, 

Yu Qi fought it. However, after a long time being kissed, she started to respond to Long Hui's tongue 

which was playing around inside her mouth. 

After long kissing, Long Hui let his beloved Qi Qi go. Yu Qi's legs had already softened so she fell into 

Long Hui's arms. 

"I'm jealous." Long Hui suddenly told his beloved Qi Qi. 

Yu Qi confused. 'What is he jealous for?' 

Seeing his beloved Qi Qi looking confused, Long Hui sighed. His beloved Qi Qi was very naive. With a 

gorgeous dress like this, many men seemed to glance at his beloved Qi Qi. Thinking of this, he was angry 

and jealous. 

At the party, he wanted to pull Yu Qi out of that party. However, he was afraid that Yu Qi would get mad 

at him, so he had held back from doing so. 

Chapter 579 - 579: Meeting With Feng Yue's Mother 

"Did you sleep well last night?" Feng Yue began to tease Yu Qi when they were having breakfast. 

Feng Yue saw the couple came out from the room. One had shown an angry face. Another one had 

shown a blessed face. It was very funny. 

"Yeah, my friend. We slept very well last night." Yu Qi smiled while her eyes were not. 

Yu Qi had been tortured by Long Hui so she did not have enough sleep at all. She even had to hold back 

her voice during the whole time. Long Hui ate her until 4 a.m. Even then, he was not yet full, however, 

Yu Qi had begged him to let her sleep. 

Feng Yue shivered. Her Yu Qi had already turned into another Long Hui. Not cute... Not cute. 

"By the way, what is our plan after this? Going back to Shiwa Town?" Yu Qi asked. 

They already did not have any plan. Their purpose to come here was solely to attend Feng Yue's father's 

birthday party. 

"Hmm... You can go back first. I want to go to visit my mother's grave." Feng Yue said. 

"We can go together. I also want to meet your mother." Yu Qi patted Feng Yue's shoulder. 

"It also has been so long since I have come and visited my aunt. I will go with you." Long Hui voiced his 

opinion. 

"Humph!!! Brother Hui, you can tell me that you just want to be with your beloved." Feng Yue smirked. 

"Do you want to get beaten up?" Long Hui glanced at Feng Yue. 

"Yu Qi, look. Your boyfriend is threatening me. I'm scared." Feng Yue hid behind Yu Qi's back. 

"Sigh... Can we eat now?" Yu Qi ended the morning drama. 

... 



The day was sunny but not so hot. The three of them, Feng Yue, Long Hui and Yu Qi went to the 

Sunflower Grave to visit Feng Yue's mother. 

On the tombstone, there was a picture attached to it. That picture was Feng Yue's mother. When Yu Qi 

saw the picture, Yu Qi could tell that Feng Yue's mother was quite a beauty. 

If she was alive right now, people might say that she was Long Hui's mother due to the almost 

similarities on their faces. Feng Yue's mother had inherited her looks from Grandpa Long. This was same 

for Long Hui. 

"Mum, I have come to visit you. Are you missing me? I miss you." Feng Yue gave a sad smile. 

However, it was not long. She then introduced Yu Qi to her mother. "Mum, here, this is my friend, Yu Qi. 

You must be surprised if I tell you that this is Brother Hui's girlfriend. You have never expected that 

Brother Hui will get a girlfriend, right?" Her tone was not sad again. It was like a daughter who was 

having a happy conversation with her mother. 

Yu Qi greeted Feng Yue's mother in her heart. She knew that Feng Yue must be missing her mother very 

badly. She did not know that feeling since she did not have a mother to care for her at the beginning. 

Feng Yue talked for a while with her mother. She had also cleaned the grave a little bit. The grave had 

been given great care. 

"Let's go back. I will give a call to grandpa on the way. Telling him that I will go back to Shiwa Town." 

Feng Yue said. 

"Okay. What's about you, Brother Hui?" Yu Qi turned to Long Hui. 

"I'm going back too." Long Hui answered. 

"Then, we have already gotten ourselves a free driver. Nice." Feng Yue showed a thumbs up to Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi laughed. 

Since it was already approaching lunchtime. The three of them had decided to have lunch first before 

going back to Shiwa Town. 

When they entered a restaurant, they encountered the girl who had confessed to Long Hui last night. 

She was together with her two friends. They were about to enter the restaurant as well. 

"Mr Long, you have also come to have lunch here?" One of her friends greeted Long Hui like she was his 

friend. 

"We should eat together." Another one also joined. 

The girl was anticipating to hear Long Hui's answer. Everyone could see that she wanted to hear Long 

Hui saying yes. 

"Yu Qi, this girl is delusional. Who does she think she is?" Feng Yue whispered to Yu Qi. 

"Let's watch the situation for now." Yu Qi whispered back. 

"Who are you?" The response from Long Hui crashed the girl's dream to have lunch with Long Hui. 



"You don't remember me?" The girl asked with a trembling voice. 

"Do I need to remember you?" It was like another bucket of cold water had been flushed onto the girl's 

face. 

"She is the girl who has confessed to you last night." The girl's friend said. 

"Why should I remember something insignificant like that?" Long Hui began to get irritated. Why should 

he waste his time talking to some insignificant people like them? "Qi Qi, Yue, let's go in." Long Hui pulled 

Yu Qi's hand and walked away from those insignificant people. 

Yu Qi turned back to see the girl and her friends. The girl was crying while her friends were comforting 

her. She had marked this girl in her yellow list. 'You should forget about getting my boyfriend. 

Otherwise, you will never know how you are going to end up.' Her eyes flashed with the coldness. 

Long Hui had noticed it. His lips curved up. He thought that his beloved Qi Qi did not feel jealous. Turned 

out he was wrong. He liked it when his beloved Qi Qi was feeling jealous. It meant that she loved him so 

much and could not bear to imagine some other woman on his side. 

Chapter 580 - 580: Her New Branch Of Bussiness. 

There were a lot of things that needed Yu Qi's attention. Yu Qi started to get busy again. Since it was the 

semester break, she could spend all of her time on her businesses. 

Su Yu Hi just told her that he had already succeeded in acquiring an entertainment company. It was the 

second-largest entertainment company in the nation. Its name was Tianyi Entertainment. Yu Qi was so 

happy with Su Yu Hi's work. 

Su Yu Hi had already discussed the terms with the top management of the company about the rules and 

conditions. The highlight one was all of the artists' must use their ability to fight for the resource but not 

in the wrong way. 

Yu Qi was told that the promotional video for the Qi Qi Skincare had already finished. The director sent 

the copy to the company for viewing test. If the company wanted to add something and if it was in the 

director's capability, he would add it. 

So, Yu Qi and several employees who had gotten involved in the video watched the footage which had 

been sent by the director. Sang Ye Ming, the person in charge of this project was nervous to see his big 

boss's response. 

"I think it is okay. We can use this." The response made Sang Ye Ming feel relieved. 

"Okay, I'm going to deal with the tv station and other platforms to give some space to view this video." 

Sang Ye Ming nodded. 

After finishing one matter, Yu Qi switched to another matter. It was about Mr Lu's matter. Ming Xuehai 

reported about it. 

Ming Xuehai told her that the mastermind already washed his hand off this matter. He could not get any 

concrete evidence telling that Mr Bai Xia Fang was involved in that matter. 



Yu Qi only smiled when she heard about this. She already knew it was not so easy to catch the old sly fox 

like Bai Xia Fang. However, she was glad to cut one of Bai Shu Jin's future force. 

Mr Lu would be given about 30 years of prison. That amount of time, his life was over. Mr Lu was 

probably 20 to 30 years old. According to Ming Xuehai's data, he was still not married and single. 

If he spent 30 years on the prison, when he got out, he would already be in 50's or something like that. 

Coming out at that age, he would find a job to continue his life. 

From this case, Ming Xuehai began to be recognized in the lawyer world. His ways of handling this case 

caught some lawyers attention. They were telling that Ming Xuehai was very good. 

So, some of them wanted to recruit Ming Xuehai to their firms by offering a generous salary to Ming 

Xuehai. However, Ming Xuehai had rejected all of them by telling them that he was already satisfied 

with his position right now. 

The lawyers collected some information about Ming Xuehai. They were so surprised knowing that Ming 

Xuehai was the lawyer of YQ investment. The rising company. If nothing bad happened to the company, 

the company would be on the top after a few years. 

Yu Qi was satisfied with the results. She felt everything that she had begun, started to show the result. 

She stretched her body. She was tired and hungry. 

She was about to return to her room at the university somehow meeting with Su Yu Hi who had also just 

finished his work. 

"Finish work?" Su Yu Hi asked. 

"Yeah. You too?" Yu Qi asked back. 

"Yeah. Let's go to dinner together." Su Yu Hi invited Yu Qi. 

"Well, if you pay for my dinner." Yu Qi joked. 

"Okay. Let's go." Su Yu Hi agreed. Treating Yu Qi some dinner was not going to make him lose much 

money since Yu Qi seemed to eat little. 

Yu Qi suggested going to the street stall that sold some delicious seafood. Su Yu Hi did not mind. He 

could eat everything. He was just worried that the food did not match Yu Qi's bud taste. 

"Brother Yu Hi, I'm not some princess who only eats the finest food made by some renowned chefs." Yu 

Qi rolled her eyes to Su Yu Hi. 

Su Yu Hi chuckled. Of course, his boss was not the same. The normal princess would wait for his prince 

to appear. A normal heiress of a rich family would only wait for a correct man to marry him. They would 

not go some ways like his boss. 

When Grandpa Feng asked her to be an assistant to such a young girl. He thought it was for Grandpa 

Feng's granddaughter, Feng Yue. Turned out, it was a different girl. She was the opposite girl of Feng 

Yue. 



In the beginning, he wanted to reject. However, the deep part of his heart told him to work with this girl. 

So, he agreed to work with Yu Qi. 

When he first saw the way Yu Qi worked, he was quite surprised. He could tell that she was very 

talented in doing business. Her way was almost that she doing some business for quite some time. 

Su Yu Hi wanted to know about Yu Qi's past. He was shocked when he found out that Yu Qi was an 

orphan who had been adopted by another poor family before being adopted into the Tang Family. Tang 

Family was from the medical background. 

Yu Qi really knew how to handle the business. So, he concluded that Yu Qi was naturally talented in the 

business. 

 


